THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA STUDENT ASSOCIATION

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

SENATE SESSION GS12

SENATE BILL NO. GS12-36

AS INTRODUCED

An act appointing Student Panelists for Academic Appeals and Misconduct panels; providing a short title; and providing an effective date.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE:

Section 1: This act shall be known and may be cited as AN ACT APPOINTING STUDENT PANELISTS FOR ACADEMIC APPEALS AND MISCONDUCT PANELS

Section 2: The purpose of this act is inherent in the title.

GRADUATE STUDENT PANELIST NOMINEES 2012-13

Academic Appeals Committee

Tara Wood                English
Ann Marie Schneider      Library and Information Services
Krista Weirich          MLL
Ali Livesay              Anthropology
Sophia Morren            Geography
Ashley Newton            Finance
Abby Stickler            MIS
Shannon Dulin            Geology and Geophysics
Leslie Keiser            Geology and Geophysics
Xiaofang Li              Instructional Psychology and Technology
Aysen Karabuk            Instructional Psychology and Technology
Craig Cruzan             Counseling Psychology
Bob Shambaugh           CBME
Shi Zhisheng             ECE
Janet Allen              ISE
Kilmyn Graf              Dance

Alternate Committee Members

Bailey E Schreier        Library and Information Services
Kelsey Gourd             Library and Information Services
Jasmin Chevis            Library and Information Services
Rachel Amann             MIS
Section 3: This act shall become effective when passed in accordance with the UOSA Constitution.

Section 4: Copies of this resolution shall be distributed to:

Mr. David L. Boren, President of the University of Oklahoma
Mr. Clarke Stroud, Vice President of Student Affairs and Dean of Students of the University of Oklahoma
The Norman Transcript
The Oklahoma Daily
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